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Abstract 
Eisner et al. (L. Eisner, i. Koltracht, M. Neumann, Numer. Math. 62(1992)305-319) 
introduced the concept of paracontracting operators for fixed point problems and their 
solution with asynchronous iteration methods. Their results are extended with respect to 
the properties of the pool of operator~ from which a common fixed point is searched. 
Also, a more general kind of asynchronous iterations than theirs is presented. As an ap- 
plication of this theory, asynchronous iteration methods for consistent linear systems 
Ax=b are considered, where A is a singular M-matrix. Lubashevski and Mitra (B. 
Lubashevski, D. Mitra, J. ACM 33(1) (1986) 130-150)investigated asynchronous iter- 
ation methods for the Perron-vector problem, i.e. determining a positive solution of 
Tx = p(T)x, where T is an irreducible nonnegative matrix and its spectral radius is 
known. Their result can be fortified and extended to the reducible-afline case by using 
a quite different approach, the developed theory of paracontractions and conflu- 
ence. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Asynchronous iterations; Consisent linear systeras 
1. Introduction 
In Ref. [7] the convergence of the sequential iteration 
x(j + 1) := G ati)(x~j)), j = 0, I , . . . ,  (1) 
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and the asynchronous iteration 
x(j + 1) := ~jx(j') + (1 - ~j)okO)(x(s(j))), j = 0, 1,.. . ,  (2) 
is studied, where in both cases the GkUl's are chosen from a finite pool of real 
operators f# = {Gklk E I~}, here I~ is any index-set. This pool was assumed 
to be paracontracting, that is: All the operators G: R" --o R" in ff are contin- 
uous, and for any fixed point ~ of an operator G of this pool, and for any 
x E R" either 
I la(x) - < I I x -  (3) 
or x itself is a fixed point of G. The parameters ~i in Eq. (2) are chosen from a 
finite subset of [0,1) with the restriction that ~j = 0 is only permitted, if 
s(j) = j (sO'), j = 0, 1,. . . ,  is a sequence from !~10, with s(j) ~< j, Vj E I~10, while 
k(j), j = 0, ! , . . . ,  is a sequence from K). The underlying model of parallelism 
in Eq. (2) is the following: Assume we have a parallel computer with K proces- 
sors nt . . . .  , nh- and shared memory. At iteration step sq) processor nkul re- 
trieves the global approximation .-,(sq)), which resides at this time in the 
shared memory, and computes a local iteration GktJl(x(s(j))). At time j, when 
this computation is done, the global iteration in the shared memory is updated 
by a convex combination as in Eq. (2). 
The classical asynchronous iteration scheme was introduced for linear sys- 
tems by Chazan and Miranker [5] and in a variant as an asynchronous multi- 
splitting-method in Re['. [4]. In Ref. [I] this concept was extended to the 
nonlinear case. This method was created for determining a fixed point of a sin- 
gle operator G: ~" ---. ~" by the iteration 
x,(j) il'i ~ p,, 
x,(j + I) := G, if i = Pi, j = 0, ! , . . . ,  (4) 
~n " x,,(. (j) ) 
where again s'(j),j =0.  1 . . . .  , i = I . . . .  ,n, are sequences from !~10, with 
s'(j) ~j, Vi,j, and p~,j = 0, I, . . . .  is a sequence from {1 .. . .  ,n}. The concept 
of parallelism here is substantially the same as above, but here the different 
processors load and update only single or (as in the original, but after renum- 
bering equivalent definition in Ref. [I]) groups of components of the system. 
Criteria of contraction for the analysis of such methods were introduced in 
Refs. [!,i4]. In this paper we discover some connections between both kinds 
of asynchronous iterations and we will use these connections to develop con- 
vergence theorems. 
In Section 2 we will define the asynchronous iteration scheme, which we 
shall study here. The convex combination i  Eq. (2) is used to guarantee some- 
thing like a coupling. Let, for example, G ~ be an operator with fixed point ~, 
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and G 2 be one with fixed point ~1(~ ~), and let both vectors arise as iterations in 
Eq. (2). Then, if the ~fs were zero, without the abovementioned restriction, it 
would be easy to construct divergent sequences, namely some, which alternate 
between tl and ~. Even if there is only one operator which has two fixed points, 
the same phenomenon could arise, and the iteration process would not con- 
verge. We will formulate another concept of coupling to avoid the convex com- 
bination in Eq. (2). Asynchronous iterations which fulfill these coupling 
postulates will be called confluent. 
In Section 3 we will collect some criteria of contraction for the pool ~, 
which is in our definition an infinite pool of multiple point operators. That is: 
All the operators are defined on (different) products of !~". A new criterion 
of contraction will perhaps be interesting for future research, because the class 
of operators atisfying this criterion, contains operators, which have non-con- 
vex sets of fixed points. The modification of the postulate in Eq. (3) is as fol- 
lows: In Eq. (3) the norm is independent of both, the operator and the fixed 
point, and we do not use the latter. In this criterion of contraction we will also 
not use, that the operators of the pool are continuous. Therefore the new cri- 
terion will be called (e = extended)-paracontracting. We will also compare these 
criteria with two other criteria of contraction, and give some examples. 
Results about convergence shall comprise Section 4. We will prove a theo- 
rem, which extends the results of Ref. [7] by several points: Confluent itera- 
tions, multiple point operators, infinite pools, nonconvex sets of fixed points, 
discontinuous operators, and arbitrary vector norms (not strictly convex as 
in Ref. [7]). We will add results for approxflnate pools. These are sequences 
of operators, where subsequences converge to operators of another pool. 
As an application of this theory, we will analyze in Section 5 the iteration 
scheme (4) tbr afline-linear systems, i.e. G(x) = Tx +f ,  where T is an irreduc- 
ible, nonnegative matrix of spectral radius one. Already in the first paper about 
asynchronous iterations for linear systems from Chazan and Miranker in Ref. 
[5] one finds a criterion, which was often interpreted as a necessary and sutfi- 
cient one for the general convergence of Eq. (4). The criterion gi~,,en there is 
that the spectral radius of ITI, the matrix whose entries are the moduli of T's 
entries, has to be less than one. For some reasons, this result ~:~s often inter- 
preted to reduce the usage of asynchronous iterations to syste~,~ which are re- 
lated to regular M-systems, i.e. to linear systems whose s3~tem matrix is a 
regular M-matrix, or related to such a m~:trix, like H-matrk'es, etc. 
But an interpretation of Chazan and Miranker's result i~ ~, this way would ig- 
nore a basic assumption of their counterexample for the ~tse p(ITI) t> 1. Their 
T is derived from a splitting of a regular matrix A~ i.e. A - -B -  C, with 
det(B) ~- 0 and T = B-IC. Therefore, such a Tcannot I~ave one as an eigenval- 
ue. In our convergence theorems in Section 5 of this p,~tper, we will claim, with 
very few additional assumptions for the seq~cnces s ; ( j ) , j=0 ,1 , . . . ,  
i = 1,... ,n, and pj,j = 0, 1, . . . ,  which are not at ~i restrictive for a practical 
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implementation, that Eq. (4) converges in cases where T is nonnegative and of 
unit spectral radius. We will see that our graph theoretical approach for the de- 
scription of a sufficient coupling of an asynchronous iteration process relates to 
the irreducibility of the iteration matrix T. We will extend the result of Luba- 
shevski and Mitra [8] to the case that f -7¢: 0 and that T is reducible, but con- 
vergent and its Frobenius normal form has at least one positive diagonal 
element in each of its diagonal blocks, which are of unit spectral radius. 
It should be mentioned that there are some more papers dealing with paral- 
lel algorithms for singular linear systems, respectively parallel iterative methods 
with nonnegative iteration matrices of spectral radius one, an area of research 
connected with the analysis of Markov chains. But these methods, based on 
multisplitting-methods of Neumann and Plemmons [3] or two-stage-methods 
of Migall6n et al. [9], are synchronized. Therefore, their analysis relates to non- 
stationary serial methods, i.e., like in Eq. (I), iteration processes of the kind 
x0" + I) := T*lJ)x(j ") + fktj), j = 0, 1, .... As well as in this paper the theory of 
serial nonstationary iterative methods is extended by a new criterion of con- 
traction, the concept of indexwise-regulated s quences, and approximate pools, 
in Section 5 we also develop some basic tools for the analysis of nonstationary 
asynchronous iterations. 
2. A class of asynchronous iterations 
Below we give a definition of asynchronous iterations where, different fi'om 
the original [5], the whole vector is updated in every iteration step. Also, all 
components of vectors, which are retrieved from any memory, have the same 
delay. 
Definition 2.1. Let I~ be a set of indices, m E N a fixed number, rnd 
={G k lkE l l4} be a pool of operators G ~: D "~ Cl~ "'A ~D,  where 
tnk E { l , . . . ,m},  Vk E I~, and DC E" is closed. Furthermore, let 
:i'e = {x(0), . . . .  x(-M)} C D be a set of given vectors. Then, for sequences 
.;~" = k(j)(j = O, I , . . . )  of elements in ~, .'/'= {sl (./) . . . . .  s",,,, (j)}, j = O, !, . . . .  
of m~-tuple from ~0U{- I , . . . , -M} with st(j)<~j for all . jENo, 
I = ! , . . . ,  mktil, we call the sequence x(j), j = O, I , . . . ,  given by 
x( /+ I ) :=  . . . . .  x(.¢",,,,(i))), .i = 0, I . . . . .  
.:in as),nchronous iteration. 
(5) 
We note that we intentionally did not define all the Gt's on R""', since we 
need this type of definition for later studies. An asynchronous iteration corre- 
sponding to ~.q, starting with .Jt'¢ and defined by .;f and .9" can be denoted now 
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by (~, .~'~,, .~, .~'). A f ixed pohlt ~ of a multiple point operator G" 1t~"" ~ I~" is 
a vector ~ E ~" which satisfies 
C;(¢ . . . . .  ¢) = 
and a common fixed point of a pool is a fixed point of all its operators in this 
sense. Sometimes, in the rest of this paper, some notations of Definition 2.1 will 
be used and some basic properties (like s~(/) ~< j) will be assumed without an 
explanation. 
Remark 2.1. Obviously one can embed the iteration (2) into the iteration 
scheme described above: Let {i l l , . . . ,  flK } be the set from which the ~/s come, 
excluding zero. Then define operators 
G(k.lJ,! : ~,,2 --~ ~,, 
by GIk't~'l(xl.x ') := fltx ~ + (1 -- flt)G~(x'-). VI = I , . . . ,K ,  k E I~, (6) 
and add them to the pool ~.q, reset K by ~ = 1]~ u I~ x {[h, . . . .  fit,-} and redefine 
,//" = k(j)(j = O, I , . . . )  by 
k(j) if ~j= O, 
/,'U) = (/,-U),~i) if ~i :A 0. 
Finally, define .q' by s I ( j )= j ,V jE~o,  and s'-(j)=sO'), V jE{ IE~o[  
• t ¢: 0}, then the ite,'ations (2) and (5) are identical. 
For our goal, to develop convergence theorems for Eq. (5), we need to for- 
mulate some conditions l'or the elements of an asynchronous iteration. First in- 
vestigate .'/ and .g. in Ref. [4] the terms admissihh" and regulated were 
introduced. We add inth,.vwise-reguhtted in the tbliowing. 
Definition 2.2. Let (:q..'G., .~, .'/') be an asynchronous iteration. Then 
(i) .V' is called admissible, if st(j) ~ ~,  whenever j ---, ~ ,  VI = 1,... ,m. 
(ii) o'/' is said to be regulated, if 
s := max j - st(j) (7) 
j,I 
exists. 
(iii) .~ is tubnissi/~le, if for all j E N0 
u {kU + l)} u . . .  = (8) 
holds. 
(iv) .# is an htdexwise-regulated sequence, if for all k E I~ there is a number 
cA E l~(j, such that for all j E I~10 
kE  {k(/)} U {k( /+ 1)} U.- .  U {k0"+c,)}. (9) 
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(v) ~" is called regulated, if there is a number c E I~1o, such that for all j E I~10 
{kO)} u {k(j + l)} u . . .  u {k(j+ c)} 
It is clear that ~ has to be finite if ,~  is regulated. If ~ = !~1. the implicitly 
defined sequence 
k( j )=k  < .'- jmod2 ~=2 ~-~ 
is indexwise-regulated, because very k ~ ~i appears in a period of c, = 2 * steps 
in :~fS, and so IK can be infinite, if .~ is indexwise-regulated or admissible. 
The next step in our analysis is to formulate some coupling of an iteration 
process, which avoids the divergence phenomena, described in Section 1, but is 
not as restrictive as Eq. (2). To this end, we associate a directed graph with 
(re, .~e, .X", ~f). Every iteration, including the initial vectors, gets a vertex, so 
the set ot" vertices is ~" = 1%10 u {-1 , . . . , -M}.  A pair (j,k) is now an element 
of the set of edges ~ in the directed graph ( ~.", $), if and only if the jth iteration 
vector is used for the computation of the kth iteration vector. As a demonstra- 
tion for the concept of coupling we have in mind, we should observe again 
method (2) in the modification as described in Remark 2.1. Here all edges of 
the form ( j , j  + I) would lie in ~: . This means that there is a directed path 
in (~', d:) from every vertex j ~ ~ to every vertex k ~ ~,  if k i> j + 1. Our 
modified postulate will be that there are constants b, no E I~ and a sequence 
b j ( /= n,},no + I , . . . )  in ~, such that j -b j ( j '  = no, no +1 . . . .  ) is bounded by 
h, and such that there is a directed path in ( f , 6') from every vertex b1 to every 
vertex k 6 f with k t>.j. Finally, we also need some criterion, which guaran- 
tees that every operator is sufficiently involved in the iteration process, in 
Rel: [7] this criterion was, that .,'f' be regulated. 
Definition 2.3. Let (~.~, ~'/"¢,, . ,  ,'/') be an asynchronous iteration. Then the graph 
of (:¢,:I'e,J¢',,'/') is the directed graph (~¢.d).. whose vertices Y are 
I~0 o { - I , . . . , -M},  and whose edges ~ are given by 
(j, jc~) E ?,, iff there is an I ~ l ~< mk~i,,- It, such that s I(j0 - I) = j. 
(~.#, .'/'e, ,'f', ,~') is called confluent, if there are numbers no a_ ~, b E I%1 and a se- 
quence bj(j" = no, n~ + ! . . . .  ) in I%1, such that Ibr all j t> no the following is true: 
(i) For every vertex j .  i> j there is a directed path from b i to jo in ( ' t ,  ?,), 
(ii) j - b i <~ b, 
(iii) ; f  is regulated, 
(iv) for every k ~ I~ there is a c, ~ i~ so that for all j >f no there is a vertex ~ 
in , which is a successor of b i and a predecessor of bi-+~,,, and for which is 
- l )  - k .  
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Confluent asynchronous iterations could be useful for analyzing a variation 
of method (2), if there is no shared, but only local memory. In this case, one 
could use an implementation, where every processor takes the approximation 
of a common fixed point lying in its own memory, and, to guarantee some com- 
munication, computes a convex combination like in Eq. (2) with an approxi- 
mation lying in the local memory of one of its neighbour processors. This 
would lead to an iteration process of the form 
x~] + 1) := G(kti)'~') (x(st (j) ),x(s2(J') ) = ~zjx(sl (j) ) + (1 - otj)GkO~ (x(s2(j) ) 
for j = 0, l, . . . .  Here, x(j) is in general not involved in the jth iteration step. 
We do not want to analyze exactly when such methods are confluent, but an 
exact view on Definition 2.3 shows, that there are simple ways to make such 
implementations confluent. 
3. Criteria of contraction 
In this section we want to investigate criteria for the pool .~#, from which a 
common fixed point is searched. For the mentioned new criterion of contrac- 
tion, we need the following generalization of equicontimdO, for multiple point 
operators. 
Definition 3.1. Let IK be any set of indices, I I  II a norm on [~", and mk be 
positive integers uch that mk <, m, Vk E K, for an m E [~. A set of functionals 
{to k : D ''~ C IR '''~ ---, ~1/," E I~ } is called equicontinuous at X = (x t , . . . .  x m) 
E IY", if for all ~: > 0 there is a 6 > O, such that 
max I[3,/- xtll < 6 
implies that 
I , o~0, ' , . . . , y " , ) -  ¢o~(x~,....x'"')l < ~: Vk ~ K. 
If {~o k[k E [~ } is equicontinuous at all X E D", then it is said to be equicon- 
tinuous on D. 
We note that the 6's, but not the equicontinuity, depend on the norm used. 
For convenience, we shall use throughout he rest of the paper the notation 
X = (xl , . . .  ,x"') for an clement of ~""", i.e. unless confusion arises, we will 
not use indices to distinguish different dimensions. 
Definition 3.2. Let ~.# be a pool of operators as in Definition 2.1. 
(i) If for all k E i~, X, Y E D ''~ , an 0 <~ (,~ < l and a norm II • II 
IlGk(X) - G~(Y)II ~ ,~o maxllx j -  -,i11, 
.! 
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then rff is called contractive on D. 
(ii) If for all t~ ~ i~, X, Y ~ D"' and a norm I1" II 
JIGS(X) - G~(Y)II < maxl lx  i -  y'll 
J 
orGk(X) -Gk(Y) =x J - )  ~ Vj ~ {l, . . . ,m~}, 
then ff is called strictly nonexpansive on D. 
(iii) If for all k E 04, X E D m~ and a norm II • II, Gk is continuous on D"',  then 
f# is paracontracting on D, if for any fixed point ~ E [~" of G k, 
l i a r (x )  - ~ll < maxll  xj - ¢11 
] 
or X = (x,. . .  ,x) and x is a fixed point of G k. 
(iv) Let there be a norm II" Ilx on R" for every vector x ~ D, such that there is 
a constant c >I !, so that Ilzl ~ ~< cllzll,, Vx, y ~ D,z ~ R". Then, if ¢ E R" is a 
fixed point of all operators in f# with index in I~ :¢- O, but of no other opera- 
tor, and if this entails that for all k E I~,:- and X e D"' 
IIG~(X) - ¢11~  to~(X)maxllx; - ¢11~, 
I 
where the set of functionals 
{,,,~. O"' - .  10, l l l k  ~ K~} 
is equicontinuous on D, and that for all X E D'" for which 
[Kx¢ '= {k C ll~l_qj ~ {I . . . . .  mA}' G ~(x I . . . .  , x " ' )#  x'} 
is not empty, 
sup ~,J~(.r j . . . .  ,.r'"') < I (11) 
valid"tes, thelJ ~.~' is called (e)-paracontracting on D. 
The criteria (i) and (it) are variations of standard efinitions (see for example 
Ref. [I I]) extended to pools and multiple data operators. (iii) corresponds to 
paracontracting pools as defined in Ref. [7] (compare Eq. (3)). if ~# contains 
only one operator G : ~"'" --. ~", (i) is that criterion, where a unique fixed point 
has to exist, this is a consequence of Banach's Fixed Point Theorem, applied to 
the operator (~: I~" ~ R" with (~(x) := G(x . . . . .  x). In the case, that D is con- 
vex, we have as a consequence of the Theorem of Schauder, that operators, 
which fulfill the criteria (it) and (iii), have fixed points, because they are contin- 
uous. It is easy to see that the sets of fixed points in these cases are convex. Let 
us consider some examples, the first one .will show that the latter is not true 
anymore in the (e)-paracontracting case. 
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Example 3.1. Observe for given C > I the function G" [ I /C, C]" ---, [I/C,C] 2 
defined by 
( (x ) )  (min{! ,x})  
G := ' . (12) 
y min{},y} 
Now G(~) = ~, iff {n ~< I/~2, and the set of fixed points is not convex. Define 
for every x E [1/C, C] 2 a weighted maximum-norm I1" I1~ by 
m i 
IN ai 
n a mn 
Set ,of nonconvex fixed points 
I vii' :: max{ v'x~ ' xeV"}' vt, E iI~ 2. (13) 
We will show that, if ,~ is a fixed point of G, then 
me (X) "= 11~:77-~-i-~ it' x # c. (14) 
i i fx = ~, 
is less than one, if G(x) # x. Then {G} is (e)-paracontracting, because C 2 is a 
common equivalent constant for the defined norms and o,.~(x) is continuous. 
So, tbr xl > l/xe, we have to show 
{':= < max {,x, ,x: 
But it is 
]l 
and likewise 
{ ! _ ,~t  <-r~ - ¢1 if .L >t ~, = I (x., ~2) if n <,~1 ~,-  I 7 .<, ~.,~ - _ , 
. It . I t  "~ " 
{ ~ -¢ ,<x, -&  if ± >/&, = l<~, .  ! --L-I (Xl - '~t)  if x, ~2 - ,-7 <~ ~,,, 
(15) 
(16) 
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Therefore, in the case l/x2 < ¢! and l /xl t> ~2. we have 1~-~21/  
¢2 < Ix2- ~21/~2 and 
x-= Ix2 - ,::21 Ix2 - ¢21 
< , 
¢,  2x2¢, ¢2 
since {ix2 > I. The case l /xl < {2 and I/x2 ~ ~1 is similar. The case 
l/Xl >t ~2, l/x2 >t {I follows directly from Eqs. (15) and (16) and in the case 
I/Xl < ~2, l /x2 < ~! we wou ld  have  
1 1 
- -<  ~ ~- -<x~,  
X2 b2 
and, therefore, x itself would be a fixed point. 
Example 3.2. An example of a paracontracting pool, given in Ref. [7], is as 
~bllows: Let {q~." i~" ---, i~lk  ~ II~} be a finite set of differentiable convex 
fimctionals, then the operators 
G k(x) = ~ x - ;'k q' ('~ !-/' ' ,f~ qk , 2qk(x)  if ~< (x),  • itqk (.r)tl2 
t x else, 
Vk E K, (17) 
where ;'k E (0,2), Vk E ~, form a paracontracting pool with respect to the 
II 112 -norm. The fixed poin: ~/ of the operators here are those with 
q~(~l) ~.l "~. In a former paper [6] the authors took linear qk's in order to use 
the asynchronous algorithm (2) for the problem of tomographic reconstruction 
Ji'om hu'omph'te &lta, i.e. rectangular linear systems. In general, pools of such 
operators can be useful to solve constrained optimization problems asynchro- 
nously, if the constrains are convex and the objective function is also convex 
and its optimum is known. 
Example 3.3. The function g" [ - I  + ~:, 1 - c] ---, [-1 + ,:, 1 - ,:] with g(x) := x 2 
is tbr every I /2 > e > 0 paracontracting, since Ig(x)l <~ Ixllxl. But this function 
is not strictly nonexpansive, because we have for I>  x > 3' > 1/2 that 
'g(x) - g(Y)l = Ix + yllx - yl > Ix - yl. On  the other hand it is easy to see, that 
every strictly nonexpansive pool is paracontracting. 
Example 3.4. If one defines functions like in Eq. (14) (with II' = I1" II, re ) ,  it 
is also easy to see that every finite paracontracting pool is (e)-paracontracting. 
This statement does not hold in the infinite case as the example 
{g"(x) := xl+~ln E I~1}, D = [-1 + ~:, 1 - ~:], ! > ~: > 0 shows. Here, we would 
have toil(x ) =x  I/'', Vn E N and the supremum condition in Eq. (11) is not 
satisfied. Indeed, in Ref. [7] only finite paracontracting pools were investigated, 
except asymptotical pools (see below). 
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Example 3.5. A further difference between paracontracting and (e)-paracon- 
tracting pools is that the operators of an (e)-paracontracting pool do not need 
to be continuous. If in an asynchronous method, implemented with the pool 
described in Example 3.2, we wish that the descendeJwe, this means the 
difference betweea the values qk(Y) -- f k  of a new iteration y and qk(x) -- f k  of 
the old iteration x, fulfills a given criterion, then we could apply the operator 
C/onto  the iteration x as often as necessary, until this criterion is reached. The 
iterations computed in this manner can be considered as an evaluation of 
another, in general discontinuous, but (e)-paracontracting operator: The 
iteration operator for the convex function q(x) = x 2, f = 0, and ~, -- 1 would be 
g(x) = (l/2)x. Now define another iteration function ~, by the following 
algorithm: 
y :=x  
/"} whi le3,>min x- ,sx dov :=gO, )  
~(x) := y. 
It is obvious that ~ is (e)-paracontracting, with to0(x) = 1/2, Vx E ~, but ~ is 
discontinuous at 1/2. 
Example 3.6. If T is a nonnegative substochastic K × m-matrix, and tk,,,~<,, is the 
jth of m~ nonzero entries in its kth row, the operators {Tk- ou"'~+o ~ R+ol 
k = I , . . . ,K}  defined by 
T ~ (x I . . . .  ,x"' ) := Ztk,,,,~,Xi, k = I . . . . .  K. 
i~ I 
form a strictly nonexpansive pool of operators. If T is stochastic, all nonnega- 
tive numbers are common fixed points, if T is not s~tochastic, then zero is the 
one and only common fixed point. 
Assume that one wants to solve asynchronously a convex optimization 
problem with operators as described in Example 3.2, but the optimum f0 of 
its objective function qO is not known. A way out can be, to adapt successively 
and approximately estimates for this optimum. That is one example for which 
the following definition, which we will use later on in a different context, could 
be helpful. 
Definition 3.3. An infinite pool of operators .~- = { F / ] / E I~,, } 
with F / :  D ~'' C ~,,,i,, ~ D and th/E {1,. . . ,  m}, '(.j E N0, 
is said to approx#nate the pool 
,~e, = { G k I k 6 K } with G k : D"' c R""' ~ D, Vk E •, 
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if for all j E ~o there are kj E ~ and a norm I1" II, such that r~li = mk,, Vj E ~o, 
and 
lim IIFJ(x ' , . . . .  x"", ) - a~'(x~,.. .  ,x"', )11 - 0 (18) 
j -'-"~ ,TX, 
uniformly for all X E D". If, in addition, 
:X2 
< (19)  
j=O 
uniformly for all X E D ' ,  then .T is called asymptoticai to Cq. 
4. Convergence theorems 
In this section we give the first of our main results. The convergence theorem 
in Ref. [7] was: 
Theorem 4.1. Let I1" list be a strictly convex vector norm on 
[~",.~'~ = {x(0)} C [~", anti ~.~ be a finite paracontracting pool on R" and with 
respect to It" Further. h,t k(j), j = 0, i , . . . ,  and s(j), .] = 0, I , . . . ,  with 
s(j) <~ j, Vj E [%~ be regulated sequences fi'om K and ~1o, re,ff~ectivel),. Finally, h,t 
~t E {ill . . . . .  fib, } C [0, I), ~i = 0 -~ s(j) = .], V] E ~o. Then the iteration (2) 
converges (f and only i ra  common fixed po#tt ~ '~ '  exists. Moreover, if it 
converges, it converges to a comnum fixed po#lt o.f ~.q. 
When we return to the pool defined by a one point-tqwrator-pool in Remark 
2.1, and if we assume that the latter one is paracontracting with respect to a 
strict convex vector norm, then we have for 
x-') := II/hx' + (I - flt)Gk(x "--) - 
maxl lx;  - 
t'::: [,2 
by the strict convexity of [1" I1,~ and the triangle inequality, that 
oJl:~t~'l(xl.x 2) < I, if G~(x "-) # x'- or if x I # x-'. 
% 
Hence, the new pool is paracontracting and also (e)-paracontracting, asdefined 
in Definition 3.2 (iii) and (iv), and, furthermore, the asynchronous iteration 
scheme (2) is confluent. Therelbre, Theorem 4.1 can also be deduced from 
the lbllowing result. 
Theorem 4.2. Let :q be an (e)-paracontract#tg pool on D C ~", and assunw that ~.# 
IRIS tl ('OllllliOli f ixed point ~ E D, then a confluent as),nchronous iteration 
(~.6', .f'c, .;Y', .~/') converges to a common fixed pohlt of ~.q. 
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Proof. We divide the proof into six parts. 
I. (Notations and statements): (a) All terms and notations are as defined or 
used above. Furthermore, we need the set 
Do := {x E O l l l x -  ¢11~  C}, 
where C is given by 
c : -  _ m<a,x )l lx(j)- ¢11.--. 
Since f# is (e)-paracontracting and ¢ is a common fixed point of ~.#, ali iterations 
x(j)(j = 0, 1,. . . )  stay in the compact set Do, thus 
2 := lira sup l x(j) - ¢11¢ 
exists. 
(b) On Do there is for all 6 > 0 some ~: > 0, which is independent of k, such 
that 
: . . . .  r ''~) > 1 - t :  ~o~(x I ,. 
implies that there is a fixed point ) /of  G ~, satisfying 
IW - ,111~ < 16  v /= I . . . . .  m~. 
Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume that m~ = m, Vk E k,  otherwise we could prove 
this statement for all of the subsets I~i := {k c 114lm~ = i} . i - -  1 . . . . .  m. 
Assume there would be sequences A" i, j = 0, I, . . . .  in D~')' and k i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,  
in ~0, a noncn~pty subset of ~, for which 
lim¢o~ (Xj) = I 
j -.4, "~ 
and (since Do is compact) 
! im~ = X = (x l , . . .  ,x'"), 
. / ' -"  :X. 
but for all k E ~0 there would be some I(k) E { !, . . . .  m} such that 
G~(X) -./.~ xl(~). 
This would contradict 
,,,~(x) < I sup 
kE ~o 
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and 
li_.m (t,~' (X j ) -  ,,~' (X ) )= 0 (cf. Definition 3.2(iv)). 
(c) Vice versa: Let r/E Do be not a fixed point all G k with k E [Ko. Then, there 
is an ~. > 0 such that for all ~. E (0, ~) there is a ~ > 0 so that for all k E I~0 
IIx t ' 11¢ < 6 for some 1 E {! .,m~}, X E "--0 
implies that 
x" ' )  < 1 - 
Proof. Again assume mk= m, Vk E IK. Say, there 
Xj=(x  . j ,  j=0 ,1  in LZ,~' kj, j=0 ,1  • ~ ' ' ' ~  ~ , , , . q  (}~ ~ ' ' ' ~  
] , . . . ,  in { l ,  . . . .  m} such that 
would be sequences 
in I~0, and I j, j = 0, 
]/I l im ~o~ (X;) = I 
and 
• Ii hmx, = ii. j . .~  .I 
Since ~ '  is compact, X,, j = 0. I , . . . ,  would have a point of accumulation 
X = (x ~,.. . ,x")  E .-.ore" with x ~ = ~l for some i E {I , . .  ., m}. Due to this point 
of accumulation we would have, by Eq. (11), that 
sup  (X)  ,,,, 
Ibr some ,,J < I. Hence, there would be a sequence .h h = 0, I . . . .  in ~.  for 
which 
1 = lim ¢,~ (X,,) 
k - - 'x :  " 
<~ l imlo~, (Xi~)-uJ~. (X)[ +~,J 
--=- ¢0. 
!!.: Let L ~, x E R,, ~ < ;.. A sequence of positive numbers xL L = O, 1,... 
and a sequence of pairs (61.. ~:L)L = O, l , . . .  all of them satisfying some (6, e.)-cri- 
terion as in l.(b) can be defined as tbllows: 
u, 
2.1  ' 
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t:o corresponding to 6o as described in l.(b) and satisfying 0 < ~:o </L 
~t+l '=max l -~: t  -0 .92 '2"  6 t+~t  , 
6t+, :=min{  ;'-'~t+'2.1 '46t} 
t:t~, corresponding to fit+ ~, satisfying 0 < ~:., ~ < ~:t < I, VL >/0. 
Then, we have 
O<0tt<~t+~ and ~t<2,  VL>t0, 
thus these sequences are well defined. Furthermore, it holds that 
a. 
r : :  0 
I I I.: By induction, we can show that for arbitrary ~. ~, ~ the sequences de- 
fined in II. satisfy the following assertion: Assume d E N. is a vertex such that 
there is an L E N0 for which 
2 
IIx(s ~(j)) - ~11¢ < I - ,:t. 0.9 v j  >i d,  1 : i . . . . .  ,,,A i j,, (20) 
then 
I Ix( J ) -  ¢11~ < ~,, 
implies, that for all./,, for which there is a directed path in ( 1 e; ) of length less 
than L + I from J tojo, 
I . rU. )  - ~11~ < ~z 
is validated. 
Proof. This is no question for L = O. Now assume the assertion is proved for all 
0 ~ L0 < L. Then we have for all .h,, for which there is a path frorn J to j0 of 
length L in (1 ,¢ ) ,  that there is an lo E {1, . . . .  mklj,, I~}, such that 
I I x ( ,¢"Uo-  I ) ) -  ~11¢ < ~.  Since 
2 2 
< 
I - ~:t" 0 .9  I - ~:t • i • 0 .9 '  
this is a consequence of the assumption we made. 
Eq. (20), we have 
Furthermore. due to 
2 
~ii,,-i,(X,,,_ ). 1 - ~:t." 0.9 IIx(j,,) - ¢11~ = IIG~¢J" '~(XJ, ~) - ¢11¢ <~ "~ , 
Using l.(b), the latter term is less than 
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! - ~t  • 0 .9  
or there is a fixed point ~1 of G ku,'-~l, satisfying 
I lxt(st(jo- 1 ) ) -  'II1= < _1. ~,, vl = l , . . - ,mku, , - l / .  
" C"  
But in the latter case, we have 
Thus 
IIx(j,,) - ,lll~ ~< ¢llak(J"-')(X,,,-,) -'/11,, 
c2o~u,-I)(X~,,_ I . . ~_ __ , ,  )maxllx~(sZ(j'o- l ) ) -  'II1~ < ,SL (21) 
IIx(j,,) - ~11~  IIx(jo) -,II1¢ +1,1 -  x(s'"(jo- l))ll~ + I Ix(~'"( j , , -  l ))  - ¢11;- 
< 261. + ~L (Assumption) 
~L÷I- 
IV . :  The following equality holds 
i iml lx(b, ) -  ~ll = ;.. (22) 
Proof. Assume there is a subseque~lce x(t~,) ,h" = 0, 1 . . . .  ofx(bj),  j = no, 
no + I . . . .  , for which 
and 
iim IIx(b;~) - ~11: = ~ (23)  
:x<2. 
Now define sequences as in II. by this ~. The assumption (23) then implies the 
existence of a xo E N, for which at the same time 
IIx(bi~,, ) - ~ I!~ < =~,, 
and 
I Ix( , , ' ( / ) )  - ~11: < 
I - ~:t, , ,  " 0 .9 '  
v,' >~ bi,,, ' / I . . . .  , (24) ,~ -- mk(i) 
hold. Since in ( ~ ,~) there is for all j I> ."~,, a directed path of length less or 
equal than b -+. i -h , ,  from h,,,, to j .  we have by !ii. 
II.r~./) -~11~ < ~,,,, V# E {.jR,, . . . .  ,j~,, + s}.  
But this means I Ix(j) - CIIz < ~b~, for all j > j~,, + s, since s is an upper bound 
for the deho' ,  compare Eq. (7). Hence, 2 cannot be the limit superior defined in 
l.(a) and Eq. (22) holds. 
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V.: W.l.o.g., we can assume: There is at least one k E IK, such that there is a 
fixed point q of G * and such that 
limx(bj~ ) = r/ (25) 
for an infinite subsequence bj,. ,x---0, 1, . . . .  of  hi, j = no,no +1 . . . .  , with 
t,(bj~) = k, uh- >1 0. 
Proof. For  any fixed k E K the sequence ~(./" = no-i- ck, no + ck + I , . . . )  
satisfies the criteria demanded in Definition 2.3 for the sequence 
hi(J = no, no + 1, . . . )  (cf. (i), (ii), (iv)). Thus, we can assume that there is a k 
for which 
k(bj, -  I )=k  W >>.0, 
for a subsequence bi,, r = 0, I , . . . ,  of b i, j = no, no + I , . . . .  Because of IV., this 
• 
sequence holds 
2 = lim IIx(b,,) - ¢lle ~ l im sup,o~(X~,, )maxl x~ , 
T- - "  7~ ~'--, "X ~. , r Iz - ~ I I¢~. .  
Hence, there is a subsequence X~,,~_l, h" = 0. l , . . .  of Xb, ~, j = no, no + 1 , . . . ,  
converging to the m~-time product of a fixed point q of G k. Bc,:ause, if ). :/: 0, 
there has to be a subsequence bj~, h" = 0, !, ..... such that 
t, ./~(l~t~ - I I  ,s.~ (XI,, t), h" = 0, 1 . . . .  
converges to one and, therefore, 
-q l l , ,  - 0. lira supl x(l~i.) - .11,, <~ lim sup ¢,,,,(X~,, )maxllx~,,~ 
h "X. K 
VI.: Conclusion. 
If we can show that this q E Do is a common fixed point of ~q, the theorem is 
proved, because after repeating the whole argument, substituting ~ by q, the 
assertion is a consequence of IV. Let ~0 contain the indices of  all those oper- 
ators for which q is not a fixed point, and let ko E 114o. Using I.(c), we can 
choose an ~ > 0, such that there is a ~ > 0, which satisfies for all 
X E D~'}',k E I~o, that 
I Ix'-' l l l~ < 3 
for an 1 E {1, . . . ,  mk } implies that 
. ,~(x  a x" ' )  < 1 - ~. % " l * ' ' '~  
For an arbitrary 0<~<2,  let 0tL, L=0,1 , . . . ,  6L, L=0,1 ,  . . . .  
and ~:L, L = 0, I, . . . .  be the sequences defined in II. by 6, L ~. Then we have, 
by If., ~,,, ~, <" 2 and there is a j0 satisfying at the same time 
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IIx(bj,,) - nile < 260, 
IIx(bj) - ~llz > ~,.,,,+~, Vj >i jo, 
2 
and Ilx(j) - ~-Ile < 
1 - ff*o +~0.9' 
(by V.) 
( by IV.) 
Vj  >~ bj,, - ~. 
(26) 
Further, there is a path bjo = w° , . . . ,  wUo.k,,I = bjo+,.,, ' in (~ ' ,~) ,  which leads 
• ko across a vertex w~, for which is k(w j l  , - I) = ko and which is of length less 
or equal than cko + b. By induction on the vertices w L, L = 0 , . . . ,  (do, ko), we will 
show that for every k(w t - 1), L = 0, ! , . . . ,  (jo, ko), ,/is a fixed point of G kt'z-~l 
and we will conclude therefore that ~o is empty. For  the case L = 0 the asser- 
tion can be assumed, because of V. Now let the assertion and also 
q 
IIx(w") - ,111¢ < )--~26,. 
r=O 
be shown for all O<~q < L~< (jo, ko). Suppose k(w t - I) E Ko, then, by 
(I - ~)~. (I - ,:,,)~. 
< ~<~. 
+,,0.9 I - r.oO.9 
I I x (~-  l ) -  ,tile < g, 
we would have 
-- l lC~"'~-"(x,, ~ ) ¢llz < IIx( wL) -  ¢llz - ,  - .
But, by Iii., this would mean that 
l lx(bj,,,,..,,) - ¢llz < =,.,.,,,, 
and therefore contradicting our assumption. Not only IIx(., t) - ~11~ >f ~,, but 
also 
IIx(.'t) _ ~llz >i ~t, Vt  >i o, 
since otherwise, also by ii i., IIx(bj,,~,..,,) - ¢lle < :% +,,. Thus 
- I IG  ~C"@ ...... " (X, , , ,  ..... , ) -  ¢lle 
2 
_ k~,,~ ..... I I(X,,~. ) {0= .... I 
! - ~:,.,,,, I " 0.9 
2 
< ~,~"~- ' ) (x , , . ,  .... ,) 
" I - ~:t, • 0 .9  
I I x (~)  - ~11~ 
implies, by I!., that 
k(w i ....... I~ , 
% ()~,,, ...... i) > 1 - ~:t.. 
(cf. Eq. (26)) 
Hence, I.(b) guarantees the existence of a fixed point pl ° of G kt'd ..... I )  with 
I 
Ilxl,., ..... , -¢ ' l l z  < '~t - ; ,  v t  = l , . . . ,m~,~ ..... ~,. 
¢-  
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This means (cf. Eq. (21)) 
I Ix(w') - ,°11¢ < a, .  
and, therefore, 
IIx(w L) - .II1~ <~ I Ix(w') - .1°lie + IIx(w L - l )  - .1°11¢ + IIx(w ~ - l) - .111¢ 
< 6L + 6L 1 L-t L E26, .  Z26, . .  c 2 
r=0 r=O 
10, 
This completes the proof. I-1 
We note that in the case of (e)-paracontracting pools it is not possible to 
prove the sufficient condition in Theorem 4.1, i.e. that an asynchronous itera- 
tion converges only, if a common fixed point exists: The operators of such a 
pool are in general not continuous. But it is obvious that the continuity of 
the operators and the admissibility of .~ are in any case the only assumptions, 
we need to claim this. 
Next, we turn to approximate pools. We will begin with an according result 
for pools, which are asymptotical to strictly nonexpansive pools and in the in- 
finite case also (e)-paracontracting. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~.# = {G k I k E ~} be an (e)-paracontracting and at the same 
tone strictly nonexpansive pool on D with respect to I1 II. and let there be a 
common fixedpo#lt ~E D ~'f#. Further, let .T he a.wmptoth'ai to(6, therefore, let 
I I F ; (x )  - Gk'(X)ll <~ ~:. VX ~ O"',, .j E ~... 
jbr a sequence .h"= kj, j = 0, I , . . . ,  in K and a null sequence ~!j, j = 0, 1,. . . ,  in 
R+o so that 
~:~ := E~!~ E I~. 
Additionally, let, the maximal bali around ~ of distance ~ to the bor¢&r of D, be 
Do := {x E D IVy E ~" and Ily- ~11 <~ IIx -~11 + ,:~ then y E D}, (27) 
:'l'e C Do and denote the sequence O, ! . . . .  by. ! e. Then. if the ao,nchronous it- 
eration (re,, .~'e, .Y#, 51') is confluent, the asynchronous iteration (.~, .'l"e, .t'e, .~) 
is well defined aml converges to a common fixed point of ~. 
Proof. Let x(j), j = O, I , . . . ,  and yO(j), j = O, I , . . . ,  be the asynchronous 
iterations (.~ :~'~, ,.tJ'e ,. ) respectively (gLd'e .;¢',,~'). We will show, by 
induction, 
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j - I  
IixO') - y°U)II <~ ~:~.~, vj  >t o, 
q=O 
(28) 
and thus 
- max IIx(-t) - ~11¢ + ~,  Vj ~ t~0, ilx(j) ¢11 <~ o<~,~<,,, 
which means that (~,  ~'e:, JI/'e, 6e) is well-defined, since x(j), j = 0, 1, . . . ,  stays 
in Do. Inequality (28) holds for j = 0 and if it is shown for all 0 ~< jo ~< j, then 
(cf. Definitions 3.2(ii) and 3.3) 
J 
IIx(j + l) -yOU + l)ll <~ ~j + max IIx(s'(j)) -y(s'(j))ll <~ -~q. 
I <~ l<~mkj q-=0 
Now, define for all jo E No sequences .%J" =kJ" ( j ) , j=O, l ,  . . . .  in I~, 
,Ct'J" = {s~,,(j),...,s~o~' "'(j)}, j = 0, 1, . . . ,  ofmkj ,,-tuple of integers in 
I~ U {0 , . . . , -g}  and subsets ~:~" = {xJ"(-s),. . .  ,xJ"(0)} from R" by 
kJ,,g) := kj_,,,, 
S~o(./" ) := s t ( j - j o ) ,  Vi = I , . . . ,mko-j, , i ,  (29) 
xJ,,(-t):=xgo-t), vt=0, . . . , s ,  v j>~0.  
Because of Theorem 4.2, the confluent asynchronous iterations 
(~.#,:~",.~'J",,f/'J"), which we denote by yJ"(j), j =0 ,  I, . . . .  converge for all 
.h~ E No to common fixed points r/J, j = 0, i , . . . ,  of re. Moreover, all of the 
common fixed points lie in the compact set Do (compare the induction at the 
beginning of the prooO. Therefore, ~t ~, .J = 0, I . . . . .  has an accumulation point 
in Do, say ~1. Now assume the sequence ~1 ~,, j = 0, I, . . . .  converges to t/, then 
for all ~: > 0 there are some ./o,j~ ~ ~ such that 
II~t ~'' - , t l l  <~ ~, 
I: 
q :-: KIO 
i; 
Ily ~''' (.i) - ~l ~'' II <~ ~, vj  >t j l. 
Hence, tbr all j I> jl, we have, by Eq. (28), 
(30) 
I Ix( j  ÷ ~,,,) - ,111 <~ I Ix( j  ÷ ~j,,) - y~"' Ci)II ÷ Ily~"' L/) - ,I~"' II ÷ I1~ ~'' - ~11 ~< ~. 
Since for all k E [~, in the (e)-paracontn ing formulation of the contraction 
criterion, 
I = l im~, J~( t l  ~, . ~l ~ , )  = ~o ~ (~1, ,i) 
J - - ,  "x. 
~/is a common fixed point of '~. i-1 
if ~1 ~ ~, 
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Example 4.1. A simple example shows that this theorem is not generally true 
anymore, if ,T only approximates ~:/: The paracontracting function 
g:  I~+0 ---, I~+0, 
x 4 
g(x) := X x4 + 1' 
with fixed point 0, is approximated by the pool 
1 
f J (x)  := ~(x)+~,  j=O, l , . . . ,  
if hJ ---' ~ ,  whenever j ~ exp. For h = x 5 + x /x  4 -~- x 2 -~- 1, one obtains for x # 0 
1 1 
g(x)  +-~ = x + x -"  
Hence, for x(0) > 0 and 
x(j) 5 + x(j) 
"= i=0,1  . . .  
hj x ( j )  4 + x( j ) "  + 1'  " ' ' 
the sequential iteration 
x0' + I ) := fJ(x(.i)), 
is diverging as 
. j - -0 ,  I~ . . . ,  
"l l 
n=l n 
for an ascending sequence cj, j = 0, I , . . . ,  from I~0. 
To prove a convergence theorem for approximate pools we will assume that 
is contractive: 
Theorem 4.4. Let :.# be a contractive pool on D c •", with respect to some norm 
I1' II. Assume that :.:/ has a common f ixed point ~ E D, amt that the pool ,~ 
approximates ~ i.e. there is a null sequence ~:/, j = O, 1 . . . .  , in R+o and a 
sequence .~" = kj, j -  0, 1, . . . .  & ~, so that 
IIFJ(x~,... ,x"',) - G~'(x' , . . .  ,x"',)ll ~ ~!j, VX E D", j E ~0. 
Further, let, respectively, 
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Po := -M-  !, 
p, := min{p S r~o I s~(j) > p,_~, vy >i p , l  = !, . . . .  m,,}, VtE ~, 
PI~-I - ! 
~j "= y"  ~:j 
! =Pt 
/~m.',~ := max ~j. (32) 
j~>!  
e~ be the constant behmghlg to the contractive pool ~.6, as required b1 Definition 
3.2, and 
/:max 
• - ~ thenyED} (33) Do = {x E D IVy E [~" and I l y -  ~11 ~ IIx ~ll + l - , , ,  
then, for d'( C Do, the asynchro,wus iteration (.~,/t'c , . t ' c , .~)  is well-defined 
• 5" is asymptotical to f¢ and if' is regulated, then and converges to ~ Moreover. i f  ~-r 
., (jr.) (.~,d'~,, t'~,. ) converges to ~ and 
Y~. IIxU) - ~ll (34) 
M 
exists. 
Proof. Let i~o := max o[Ix (1) - ,~11. We will prove that 
....... M ~ I ~: 
i 
max IIx(t,, + l) - ~11 < Y~j~,, '"'", vj ~ ~,.. (35) 
Pl <1 ~': lb .  I q (I 
The latter term is t'or all j E t~ less than ~i~ + i~,,,,~/I- (,~, and, therefore, 
x(j), j = 0, I . . . .  , is well defined. The definition of/~o is just (35) tbr j = 0. 
Now let Eq. (35) hold tbr all .]o = 0, . . .  , j -  I. then 
IIx(p, + t) -- ,~11 = l iP(x,, ,)  - ~il-< IIG~'(X,,) - ,~11 + ,:,,, 
¢,, maxll.~],, - ~11 + ':,,, 
~< (,, ~ ~q (,,; I,! + ~:,,, since s'(pi) >i p;-I V/. (36) 
q () 
Continuing this argumentation for / := p~ + 2 . . . .  ,p,, j. we get 
j~ l  I=',, I I l 
Ilx(p,+ i ) -  :11 ~ , , ,~ , ,  W " ,  + ~ ~:, = ~ ,-:,, (,)' ',. 
q:O I P1 q :0 
In the approximate case, the theorem follows now from the so-called Toep- 
lit: h, mma (see Ref. [15]): Let t,Jil, j = O, I , . . . ,  l = 0, l , . . .  ,j, and C be real 
numbers uch that 
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and 
lim¢oi,t = 0, VI E I~0, 
j - ~  
.J 
< c, vj e 
I--0 
Further, let ~:j, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  be a null sequence, then 
.J 
~s := ~-'~J:i~oi.i, .j = 0, i , . . . ,  
!=0 
is, also, a null sequence. Replace a)j.~ by ~o ~-~ in inequality (35) and tl:,:, 
sertion is proved. If S is regulated, then pj, ~ - p/, .1" = 0, I , . . . ,  is bo~ 
some s and we have 
~ ",c j 
ji 0 ./ :{1 q'{} 
.j=O 
l -- ~t) 
which exists, if , f  is asymptotical to ~.~, and the proof is completed. 
5. Asynchronobs iterations for singular linear systems and the Frobenius 
problem 
first as- 
nded by 
ector 
As a first application, the theory developed in the previous ections will now 
be used for the analysis of asynchronous iterative methods tbr singular linear 
systems and the Frobenius vector problem, i.e. determining nonnegative eigen- 
vectors of nonnegative matrices, whose spectral radii are known, in the case of 
irreducible matrices, these are the Perron vectors and they are positive and un- 
ique alter normization. To compute them asynchronously, one can use the fol- 
lowing result of Lubashevsky and Mitra (see Ref. [8], the notations are as usual). 
Theorem 5.1. Let T E L(•") he a nomwgative, irreducibh, matrix of unit spectral 
radius ami h,t there he an io E {I , . . . ,  n} such that 
t;,.i., > O, (37) 
then the iteration 
Xi(j+ 1)"= xt(st(j))tti (f i=Pi'  j = 0,1, . . . .  (38) 
xi(j) otherwise, 
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converges to a positive left eigenvector o fT ,  i f  
{i) ~',. = {x(O) }, 
(ii) x(O) E {x E ~" Ix i> 0 A x~,, > 0}, 
(iii) j - st(j) <~ s, Vl,j, ./'or an s E ~o, 
(iv) {pj} tO {pj+, }..-tO {pj+,.} = { 1,... ,n}, Vj >t 0, for a c E [~0, 
(v) s '° (./') = j, i f  pj = i0, Vj >t 0. (39) 
Remark 5.1. Algorithm (38) is naturally a method for computing Perron 
vectors of any nonnegative irreducible matrix T for which the spectral radius 
p(T) is known. If there is no i0, which has the required property (37), one can 
use the matrix ( 1 - 0t)l + ~T, where ~t E (0, l ), which has the same eigenvectors 
as T. Practically, condition (39) (v) is not restrictive. For example, if only one 
processor is used to compute the i0th components of the system, then it has 
only to save this component in its local memory, until its next updating. 
While in Ref. [8] the authors preferred for their proof a somewhat more con- 
structive approach from the related theory of Markov chains, we will embed 
the analysis of these iteration methods into the theory developed in the pre- 
vious sections. We will consider an equivalent problem, which allows us to an- 
alyze the affine linear and also the reducible case. Interpreting the different 
rows of a stochastic matrix as multiple data operators, as described in Example 
3.6, leads to strictly nonexpansive pools of operators: 
Theorem 5.2. (i) Let T E L(R") be a matrix, b,:(O) E R", let stCl'), j = 0, I , . . . ,  
/=  I . . . .  ,n, he sequences front ~o, and Pi, .] = O, I, . . . .  he a sequence from 
{ I, . . . .  n }. Then the iteration 
+ b, 
z,(j+ I ) := I=t 
=,(j) 
U' i=p i ,  
othei3vise, 
j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (40) 
converges, if  and only (['.[br any permutation or nons#1gular diagonal matrix 
P E L(R") the iteration 
" PTP E(  ~),,x,(s'(j)) + (Pb), 
x, Ci + I ) := I=l 
xi(j) 
with x(O) := ~(0), converges. 
(/" i = pi, 
othelav&e, 
j=0 ,1 , . . . ,  
(ii) Moreover, if there is a ~, E ~" such that (1 - T) 5, = b, then the iteration 
(40) converges. (f and only (I" 
n "1 
~t;m(s U)) 
x;(j + I) "= i 
x, Ci) 
([" i = pj, 
othe:'wise , 
j = o ,  l . . . .  , (41)  
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with x(0) := z(0) - ~, converges. 
(iii) Let  t~m,U) be for all i E { 1, . . . ,  n} the flh of  mi nonzero entries #~ T's ith 
row, or let mi(j') = .], Vj = 1 , . . . ,  n, and mi = n, (f this row is zero. Then the pool 
:¢-= { T' J i = 1, . . . ,  n}, de[ined by 
T~ : R"  ~ R, 
mt 
:= y~Jim, t/)y i, i=  1 , . . . ,n ,  (42) 
j=i 
is strictly nonexpansive on all closed intervals D C R, if Te = e. .Y- is contractive 
on all closed intervals D C R, containing zero. (f Te < e. 
(iv) Assume without loss o f  generality that the numberblg of  s t (j), j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  
is chosen in such a manner that all components xt(s t(.1")) hi Eq. (41) themselves are 
updated at time step s t (j), i.e. 
P¢CJI-, = i for  all j E ~, i C {1 . . . .  ,n} with si(j) >l 1. (43) 
and, also n,.I.o.g., that all initial vectors are nlultiples of  e, there.]bre define 
x ( - j )  "= Xj(0)e, Vj = i , . . . , ,1 ,  
and renumber in this way the elements of  the sequences of  
s t(J), j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  / = ! , . . . ,  n, for which s t(j) = O. Then the asynchronous iter- 
by ation (.~-, :¢e, .~  .... ), given . 
y(j + l) := " - " "  ,YbS' "'(J)), j = O, I . . . .  , (44) 
where .'T is as in (iii), .h"" =p j ,  j = O, ! , . . . ,  . ' / '=  {.~;(j) [ j = O, I , . . . ;  
i = I . . . .  , mr, ' } is given h.l' 
.~;(j) '= s'",l'l(./'), V /E  I~lo, i = I , . . . ,mt ,  ,, (45) 
and ~¢e hy y ( - l )  := x l ( - I ) ,  ! = 1, . . .  ,n, generates 
y(j" + 1 ) = xt, (j + I ), Vj S [~,,. (46) 
(v) Now let T be irreducible, io be an index such that t~,,,,, ~ 0, and assunw 
(a) .~" = pj, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  is regu!ated, 
(b) s;"(j) = max{jo <~JIPj,,-~ = io} for  all j > mm{jo E ~,,Jpi,, = i,,} with 
pi = io, 
(c) j - s  t ( i )  <~ s, V.] E ~Jo, l=  l, . . . ,n,  ./'or an s E ~,,. 
Then (.Y-", .~¢e, .~/', .~') o f  Eq. (44) is col!fluent. 
(47) 
Proof. (i) and (ii) can be shown by an induction on j, i.e. it is x(j) = Pz(j), 
respectively x( j )=  z ( j ) -  ~, for all j E r~o. (iii) is also clear, since, for all 
i E { I , . . . ,n} ,x ,y  E R"', 
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!! 
- .  max ix' - y'l (48) I r'(x) - rCv)l v'l <~1,.~,~,,, 
1=1 
and for equality one needs .r I _y t= r= T ' (x -y ) ,  Vi = ! . . . . .  m,. for some 
r E [~. In the case T~e = 1 we have also 
IT ' (x) -  T'O')! >/ min Ix/-311 Vx, y E I~"', 
and T ~ is self -mapping on every closed interval o[ [~. 
(iv) follows by induction on j. 
(v) Sine" Eq. (47)(b), in the graph of (.~, :¢~, .~, .'/') all the vertices j I> I 
with pj_~ = io are connected by a directed path. Since T is irreducible there is 
an n~ E N, such that all vertices j >t n~ are successors of vertices aj, for which 
p,,,_~ = i0. Because of the regularity of .e  and Eq. (47)(c) (i.e. the regularity of 
.q') we can assume that j -  aj, j = nt ,  nj + 1 . . . .  , is bounded by some a E 1~. 
Hence, there is an no E N, such that for all j >f no 
b / := max {j0 E I~ I jo ~< j - a A Pi,,-i = io } 
exists. Then, for all jo >t j, j0 is a successor of b i and the sequence 
j -  b i, j = no, no + I . . . .  , is bounded by some b E N. 
Continuing this argument, by the irreducibility of T, the regularity of.l," and 
.'t', there is a c E i~, independent of i and .i so that for all j I> n,,, i E { I , . . . ,  n}, 
there is a path from bj to bj,,. containing a vertex w~ with p,,., - 1 = i. That is 
assertion (v). [2 
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.2 conlirms Theorem 5.1 by Theorem 4.2. if T is a 
nonnegative irreducible matrix of unit spectral radius, and diag(c) E L(~")  is a 
diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entries are the components of a Perron vector 
v of T, in the same order, then we have 
diag(c) ~z T diag(c) e = e. 
But by {i), the convergence of the iteration (41) is independent of scaling, and 
since T is irreducible, the corresponding method (44) is convergent. Therefore, 
y(j) - -  2 and. hence, x(j) ---, ,;.e, for some 2 E R,0. Because of condition (ii) in 
{39), the iterations y(j) will be positive alter some first iteration steps, which 
means by the self-mapping of the operators in (iii) of the previous theorem, 
that the limit of x(j) .  ] = 0. I . . . . .  cannot vanish. 
With help of Theorem 5.2, we can state a result on asynchronous iterations 
for linear systems of equations Ax = b. Asynchronous iterations were investi- 
gated first by Chazan and Miranker [5] (as chaotic relaxations). They consid- 
ered for .'/'r = {x(0)} the iteration 
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t '  n 
I) .= Z(s  + (B-'b), 
Xi( j  + 
t x,(y) 
i f i  =p  j, 
otherwise, 
j =0 ,1 , . . . ,  
(49) 
where the pair of matrices (B, C) is a .splitting of A, i.e. A = B-C  and 
det(B) :/: 0. The other notations are as usual. 
A typical condition for convergence theorems for such methods is, to as- 
sume, that A E L(ff~") is an M-matrix. That is a matrix which has a decompo- 
sition A = s l  - T, such that T is nonnegative, and its spectral radius p(T) is less 
or equal to s. Further, to assume that the splitting is weak regular, that is: B -~ 
and B-~C are nonnegative. There is a lot of literature, how to get weak regular 
splittings of M-matrices. Here, we just mention Ref. [2]. Using Perron and Fro- 
benius theory, one gets a v E R", such that 
(a) Av = ( s l -  T)v > 0, v > 0 
(b) Av = (sl - T)v = 0, v > 0 
(c) Av = (s l -  T)v >>, O,v >t 0 
if A is regular, 
if A is singular and irreducible, 
if ,4 is singular. (50) 
Therefore, if the splitting is weak regular we have in case (b) that 
B-ICv = (1 - B IA)v = v. 
Now, due to (i) of Theorem 5.2, we can assume w.l.o.g, that B-* C is stochas- 
tic. Because of (ii), we can assume that a consistent linear system Ax = b is ho- 
mogeneous, and by (iv) we can observe the equivalent one-dimensional 
asynchronous iteration (44), produced by a strictly nonexpansive pool, due 
to (iii). Thus, from Theorem 4.2, it suffices to carry over the conditions of 
(v) to the original iteration method (49). 
It is already shown in Ref. [5] that Eq. (49) converges if A is a regular M- 
matrix, but we have an extension for singular M-matrices. In Ref. [5] one finds 
an often cited necessary and sufficient condition for general convergence of 
method (49), which is that p(B-*C) has to be less than one. ~ut this criterion 
based on regular matrices A and, on the whole, unsteered sequences 
st(/')(./. = 0, 1,...). Under the above considerations, we can give the following 
theorem without a proof. 
Theorem 5.3. Let b E ~" and (B, C) a splitting of A E L(R") such that B-IC is 
nonm, gative, irreducihh,, amt of unit spectral radius. Let there be an io so that the 
ioth diagonal entry oj B-I C is positive, and 
(i) j -  s ttJ) ~< s, Vl,j, for  an s E ~, 
(ii) .~' = pj, j = O, ! , . . . ,  be regulated, (51) 
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(iii) d"(j) = max{jo <~jlPjo-I = io} jbr  all  j > min{j0 E I~0 I Pj,, = i0} 
with pj = io. 
Then, if  Ax  = b is consistent, the iteration (49) converges to a solution of  it. 
Our last topic is the reducible case. It is well known (see for example Ref. [2]) 
that in this case the corresponding sequential methods need not to converge, 
even if the system is consistent. The condition here is that T = B -~ C is conver- 
gent, i.e. limj_.~ T j exists. Now, let us transform T first into its Frobenius nor- 
mal f, Jrm, that is 
eTP  - I  - -  
( T t l  0 • • • 0 
T,-! T22 
• 0 
\ Tpl . . . Tp p- i Tpp 
(52) 
where P is a permutation matrix such that all T" E L(~"'), n~ E I~,i = l , . . . ,p ,  
are square and either irreducible or 1 x 1, and then scale it by di- 
ag(v,) E L(R"), the matrix, whose diagonal elements are the components of 
Perron vectors of the diagonal blocks of PTP '~, then 
T~ := diag(vi) 'l PTP l diag(v,) 
is convergent, if and only if T is cc,nve~gent. For that reason and Theorem 5.2 
(i), we can assume without loss of generality that B -~ C is in Frobenius normal 
form and its diagonal blocks are either stochastic or all row sums of them are 
less than one. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A E L(R')  be a rnatrix, b E R" and (B, C) be a splittOtg of A, 
such that T := B- IC is convergent, nonnegative, and in Frobenius nornlal form, 
given by Eq. (52). Further, let there be a subset 1o o f{  1,. . .  ,n}, such that Jbr 
each i E {I , . . . ,p} ,  Jbr which T i~ is of  unit spectral radius, there is some 
io E {Y~l~nk + I,. . . ,Y~_tnk} in !o such that t~,,,,~ is positive. In addition, let 
(i) j - st(./) ~ s, VI = i , . . .  ,n , j  ¢ No,for an s E ~, 
(ii) .~"= Pi, J = 0, 1, . . . ,  be regulated, (53) 
(iii) s"'(j) = max{jo ~< j [ Ph,-~ = io} jbr  all j > min{jo E No [pj,, = io} with 
pj = io and jbr all io E Io. 
Then the iteration method (49) converges to a solution of  Ax --- b, i f  the O,stem 
is consistent, l./', fi~rther, 
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(iv) b = 0, 
x(0) E {x E [~".0 Ix,,, > 0, Vio E Io }, 
and p(T)= 1, 
then Eq. (49) converges to a nonnegative eigenvector (Frobenius vector) of T. 
Proof. For convenience, we denote ~-~-I i n, by n i, for i = l , . . . ,p  + 1, we let 
xi(j), j = 0, 1, . . . ,  i = 1,... ,p, be the sequences which partition the iterations 
x(/'), j = 0, 1, . . . ,  in the same manner as T's Frobenius normal form, a~ssume 
that b = 0, and, finally, that T"e for all i E { 1,... ,p} either less or equal to e. 
We will show by induction on i: 
(a) limj_.~x'(j) = f ,  where T i ie  - -  z i - E i / - I  I Ti l2  l, 
(b) If (iv) holds and entails z ~ = 0, then 
3C 
z'll < (54) 
j=O 
For i = I and T'~e = e, this is proved by Theorem 5.1 and the previous the- 
orem. For T~e < e it is an old result in the theory of asynchronous iterations 
(compare for example the nonlinear case in Ref. [1]). These results guarantee 
the linear convergence of asynchronous iterations under the conditions above, 
and, therefore, Eq. (54) validates. But it can also be derived from Theorem 4.4: 
The pool .~'~, which belongs by Theorem 5.2(iii) to T ~j, is contractive, its un- 
ique fixed point is zero and it is asymptotical to itself Let (a) and (b) be shown, 
for all 1 <~ i < i, and define recursively: l_ ~ := -1,  and 
6,  I "= min{/> I/ Ip, ~ {n' + I, n"~} }, '¢j E t%. 
Like in Theorem 5.2, some notational modifications and assumptions (which 
we can make without loss of generality) make us able to analyze, instead of 
x ~(j), j = 0, I , . . . ,  the convergence behaviour of an equivalent one-dimensional 
asynchronous iteration: For all j E i~0 we have 
i (sl+n ' " ~ ik .,k Xp,,(I, + 1)= Etp,_,,,tx,. (11)) + ~_~,p ,  _,,,;,.t 
I=1 k---i I=:1 
i - I  n~ 
k=l  !:=! 
The system 
i - I  
T" ~i = ~i _ E Tit zt 
I : !  
(55) 
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is solvable for some ¢' E R". For T"e < e this follows from the fact that I - T" 
is a regular M-matrix, and therefore monotone,  i.e. its inverse is nonnegative 
(here even positiveL cf. Ref. [2]. If T"e= e, assume that there are 
i <~ ! < i, 1 <~ p <~ n,, I <~ k <~ nt, such that t~ #- 0, but -k't > 0, then 
f T it 0 
Ttt 
k Tpt " T" 
O~ 
0 
T" / 
.,! 
>1 
Titz t + e 
(56) 
and T would not be convergent, so, s = ;.e is an solution for all ,;. E R. 
Therefore, like in Theorem 5.2(ii) and (iv), set y( - j )  = (x;(0) - ¢';))e, 
j = 1, . . . .  n~, renumber in this way the elements t(/") with s t ( j )=  0, and we 
have for all j E M0, by induction. 
i l l 
E$ " Yt,,, -,,' ( lj + ! ) "= , ,,, ;y; (s; ' '" (1;)) + ~:i = x;,,, ( 1; + I ) - so,, _,,,, 
I:-I 
where 
i-, I n4 
,:, :=  
/~1 1:1 
Like in Theorem 5.2(iv) assume, w.l.o.g., that P,'{.i~-~ = I, for all 
j E N, I E { I , . . .  ,n}. Further, if T" # (0), let the pth row of T" have m;, posi- 
tive entries, whose jth be t" and detine sequences .'fi = {s[(j) I J  = 0, I • 
I = I, . . . .  my, ' ,,,} by 
",,, 
S :=S i (I;) Vj e No, I = I . . . .  ,m;,,,_,,,, (57) 
or, it" r"  = (0), s~U) := s"°+t(li), Vj  E [~o. 
Next, let .Ti be the strictly nonexpansive pool of operators, which is belonging 
to the rows of T;; like in Theorem 5.2(iii), i e . .¢ ' ,  := {(T") ~. R"' ~ R l l  = 
I , . . . ,  n, }. let ,y ~ = { w(-- j )  = Yt (-./)}1J = I . . . .  , n, }, and, finally, define a pool 
.~, {F'  : R '", "' ~ R I J  = 0. I . . . .  , respectively .~i = {F i " R --, L2 l J - 
0, 1, . . .},  if T" = (0), by 
. . . . .  " '" = T")I", ,,' " F/(w I w % )" ( (w I . . . . .  w % "')+1: i, V jE ~o, 
respectively Fi(w I ) "-- I:t' V j  E [~o. 
Then the asynchronous iteration ( . t ,  Y t~~ " ,. I 't , .'fi), ,..~..........t~rna,,--,~ the.. sequence 
w(j + 1), j = O, 1 , . . . ,  which we have to analyze, i.e. 
w(j + I) = .~,,, _,, (!; + I), Vj e I%~. 
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First assume T"e < e, then J ' .  is contractive, and since ,~-. approximates ,Y-i 
the assertion follows by Theorem 4.4. If (iv) holds and x~(j), j = 0, 1 . . . .  , con- 
verges to zero, then T ~; = 0 or,7 t = 0 for all 1 < i, and this means, by the as- 
sumption of our induction, that the sum of ~:j,j = 0, i . . . . .  converges. 
Therefore, in this case, again by Theorem 4.4, the series 
i/ 
exists. 
Now let T ~;e = e. By the assumption of our induction, and the same argument 
as in Eq. (56), the sum of l l x /C / )  - -/11, J = 0, 1, . . . ,  converges, or T i /=  0, for all 
! < i. Again, .~  is asymptotical to .¢'~ and the first part of the assertion follows 
by Theorem 4.3. Since, in the case that (iv) holds, x;(j) t> t,(j), Vj E I~10, where 
t,(d'), j = 0, I . . . . .  be the sequence, which would be generated by the correspond- 
ing iteration to compute a Perron vector of T ~, using the initial vector x;(0), 
has to be positive, and we need not prove (b). [] 
We note, that for determining a Frobenius vector of T it suffices that there 
be only one i0 E Io with x,,,(0) > 0. Above, we assu~;ed just for technical rea- 
sons that this is the case for all i0 E/o.  
The theory developed so far, seems to be extendable in a lot of ways, for ex- 
ample: 
CoJ!lluence: It is obvious, that one can develop a lot of different concepts, 
which guar"ntee confluence for the asynchronous iteration in Theorem 5.2 
(iv), even if there is no positive diagonal entry of T, and even if it is not prim- 
itive, i.e. T has no positive power. For example, a homogeneous system with (0 ,) 
T= I 0 
is seq~lc~i,~lly not convergent, but an asynchronous iteration with 
p0 = I,pl = 2, s l ( I )=  I (i.e. local confluence!) would give a solution after 
two steps. 
Pools: Different set-ups for serial and synchronized parallel algorithms for 
the solution of linear systems lead a pool of iteration matrices, i.e. nonstathmmT 
iterative methods. For example, the concept of multisplittings (ct'. [4,10], sever- 
al others), where the system matrix A is splitted into A = B ~ - C ~, k E ~,  and 
the iteration matrices are 
T ~=(B ~) ~C ~. k~.  (58) 
Also, so-called 1wo-stage methods (of. for example Ref. [9], where the case 
p(B-~C) = I is considered) have this structure. Here, the matri× B in the split- 
ting,4 = B - C is again splitted into B = F ~ - G ~, k E ~, and the solution of the 
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system Bx = Cx + b is approximated by some iteration steps for the equations 
Fkx = Gkx + Cx + b. The latter concept leads to iteration matrices of the form 
Ttk,q) -- ( (Fk)- I  Gk) q q-I j(Fk ) + ~-~((F')-'G k) -Ic, k E K, q E ~. (59) 
j=O 
In both cases, we have for the equivalent asynchronous iteration, according to 
Theorem 5.2 (iv), to guarantee confluence for all rows of a set of iteration ma- 
trices. Furthermore, in the cas: of Eq. (59) we have under suitable conditions 
lim T (k'q) " -  B -~ C, 
q- ,  :r.. 
so that our set-up of approximate pools can become useful for the analysis of 
such methods. 
Nonnegativity (We note, that we need in Example 3.6 and Theorem 5.4 only): 
I Tle <<, e, and all rows with unit absolute row-sum are nonnegative. 
Markov-chains: A right Frobenius vector of a nonnegative (column-) sto- 
chastic matrix, describes a stationary distribution of a finite homogeneous Mar- 
kov-chah~ (cf., e.g., Ref. [13]). Extensions are related to all the ideas above and 
below, e.g.: What about it~nite and/or inhomogeneous Markov-chains? 
Linearity: Corresponding nonlinear problems are singular nonlinear M- 
equations, whatever that be; e.g., solve F(x) = 0, where F : i~" ---, R",F'(x) ex- 
ists and is a (partially singular) M-matrix. (e)-paracontracting pools and their 
extended properties could also be useful to determine the eigenfunctions of dif- 
ferential equations, if the associated eigenvalue is known. 
b~inite pools: Note, e.g., that our induction in Theorem 5.4 is finite. The ques- 
tion in mind is, how we can extend these results, for example, to countable in- 
linite dimensional problems by using the idea of indexwise-reguk:ted s quences. 
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